
Lighthouse: All Lighthouse classes are working on 

various projects. For example, Mr. Stolan’s Lighthouse 

class is working on creating a soundtrack for a movie, 

and Ms. Stracke’s Lighthouse is focusing on Adulting. 

Common Core Math: 

8th (Blocks 1 & 3): Wrapped up unit that included 

statistics, scatter plots, and finding lines of best fit. 

8th/9th (Block 2): Finished reviewing 8th grade math 

topics and presented to the class. 

America Then and Now: Completed exhibition called 

‘War, what is it good for?’. Students created various 

deliverables relating to the Civil War and are beginning 

to make conclusions about whether war is worth its cost. 

Exploratory Science: Wrapped up Evolution unit.  

8th Grade Projects
BY DEEYA NAGI 

BY SHARON CHAN 

The investigation on a series of bombings in Austin, Texas 

ended with the death of the suspect, Mark Anthony Conditt. 

He may have sent 5 packages that exploded after being 

opened or agitated, killing 2 and injuring 4. Upon 

confrontation, Conditt set off a bomb in his car, committing 

suicide. It is unknown if the suspect was killed by the 

explosion or gunfire. Those in Austin are warned to be 

cautious of packages, in case they also contain explosives. 

Austin, Texas Serial Bomber
BY SHRUTHI RAJKUMAR 

On March 27, 2018, the 7th grade “Coexist” project 

and 8th grade finished their project on the costs of 

war. Both exhibitions took place from 5-7 pm in the 

new LSI quad area and the library. There was both 

great food and amazing exhibits. Congratulations to 

everyone! 

Coexist Exhibition

Lighthouse: Wrapping up student-made passion projects, 

such as a YouTube page for cooking, video game 

development, and sport-related deliverables, due by the 

end of break.   

Common Core Math: 

7th (Blocks 1 & 3): Geometry Unit (finding area) 

7th/8th (Block 2): Geometry Unit (cross-sections) 

World Arts: Finished “Coexist” Project- created an art 

gallery to express new knowledge on different religions 

and philosophies. Good work 7th graders! 

Discovery Science: New Project: “What On Earth Is Going 

On?”- creating photo gallery to represent Earth’s 

geographical history  

7th Grade Projects
BY SARAH PHILOSOPH 
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The girls’ and boys’ volleyball and soccer teams have had an 

amazing run this season! The volleyball teams lost a tough 

match to LeyVa and Chaboya, but emerged victorious 

against Ocala and Boeger, beating them in two straight 

games! The girls’ soccer team lost a tough match against 

Chaboya, but the boys’ team came out victorious. The girls’ 

soccer team won against Boeger and the boys’ team lost in a 

grueling game. The girls’ soccer team won against Fischer, 

while the boys’ team lost in a tough battle! All teams played 

extremely well throughout the season and we are proud of 

all of their hard work! 

Quimby Sports
BY  KAAYA  SHARMA

110 schoolgirls were kidnapped from a school in Dapchi, 

Nigeria, by a terrorist group called Boko Haram. Previously, 

in 2014, Boko Haram kidnapped 276 schoolgirls from 

Chibok, Nigeria, invoking international rage and fuelling the 

#BringBackOurGirls movement. However, in an unexpected 

twist, Boko Haram itself returned many victims of the recent 

Dapchi kidnapping. Some girls are still being held, but hope 

remains for those separated from their families. 

Boko Haram
BY  SNEHA  REVANUR

On March 23, Quimby Oak hosted Red Carpet Day. Duc Tran, 

an LSI 8th grader, participated in the event. 

Q: Why did you decide to participate in the red carpet event? 

A: I like dressing up for school events, and I think it is fun to 

participate in them. 

Q: Explain your sense of fashion. 

A: No shorts, and I like fitting clothes 

Red Carpet Day
BY  ANILA  CHUNDI

Q: “I have to juggle LSI homework, tests, and work 

that comes from my extracurricular classes, but still 

end up finding myself watching YouTube instead of 

doing work at home. How can I be wiser with 

managing my time?” 

A: The solution to this issue is simple, but hard to 

stick to, since it involves self control. Do all your 

homework FIRST, and then spend time on YouTube. 

If you need a break, allow yourself to watch a 

couple of YouTube videos to decompress. Do your 

best to avoid distracting websites while doing 

homework. If it helps, create a to-do list to 

prioritize your tasks. However, if it is hard to stay on 

task, there are apps/websites that will block 

YouTube and other websites until a certain time! 

Advice Column
BY  DD

Q: Did you hear about the guy who got 

hit in the head with a can of soda? 

A: He was lucky it was a soft drink! 

Q: Did you hear about the guy who cut 

off his left side? 

A: Don’t worry he’s all right now! 

Graves from 8th grade LSI's "War Is It Worth It?" 

exhibition.


